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Abstract—The counter carbonate pump(CCP) is responsible
for carbon dioxide sequestration and cycling forms of carbon in
the ocean. It is primarily driven by calcifying plankton, such as
foraminifera, coccolithophores, and pteropods. These organisms
are particularly vulnerable to ocean acidification, which can have
disastrous effects on their skeletons and productivity, upsetting
the marine carbon cycle in ways that have not been quantified
due to their chaotic nature. This project aims to provides highresolution, accurate, and robust predictions of the efficiency of
the CCP. These predictions are achieved by training recurrent
neural networks on satellite-determined particulate inorganic
carbon(PIC) to particulate organic carbon(POC) ratio data that
represents the efficency of calcifying organisms in exporting PIC.
Recurrent neural networks mimic the way in which biological
neurons learn patterns and recall past experiences, and have
been shown to be good at predicting chaotic time series. For
each 9x9km square sample in a random subset of the dataset,
the time series of historical PIC, POC, tropospheric satellite
CO2 data, latitude and longitude were used by the model. The
applications of the model are threefold. First, it can pinpoint the
most vulnerable area in the ocean at arbitrary times in the future.
Second, general trends in PIC are a proxy for ocean acidification.
Finally, anomalous spikes in PIC can be potential coccolithophore
blooms, which are dangerous for sub-surface marine life. The
model predicts the ratio value to an error of 1.3%, tested using
cross validation, and is significantly better than linear regression.
Future directions for work include physically testing affected
specimens in projected water characteristics.

Calcifying organisms are some of the most vulnerable
to ocean acidification(OA) caused by rapidly increasing anthropogenic carbon in the oceans. Plankton such as coccolithophores are driving forces in the ocean surface carbon cycle,
but are sensitive to subtle changes of acidity [1]. However, the
patterns of where and when these calcifying organisms are
affected are unknown, thus this project aims to provide hyperlocalized, accurate, extensible, and robust predictive power
across the globe. The ratio between particulate inorganic carbon(PIC) and particulate organic carbon(POC) describes the
efficiency of the counter carbonate pump, which is responsible
for the removal of CO2 from the ocean as well as the
export of calcium carbonate [2]. These two carbon values are
determinable from satellite backscatter data, using an existing
algorithm developed from and validated on field measurements
[3]. This provides a reliable and large source of historical data.
Recurrent neural networks have been shown to be extraordinarily good at learning chaotic time series patterns [4]. Thus,
it is hypothesized that they will be good fits for predicting
ocean acidification. This model could be used to pinpoint the
most vulnerable area of ocean at any point in time. Trends in
the PIC:POC ratio are also indirectly correlated to pH, so this
model also tracks relative changes in ocean acidification using
particulate carbon as a proxy. Furthermore, anomalous spikes

ocean absorbs CO2 through the dissolution, becoming more
acidic in a process known as ocean acidification(OA).
Ocean acidification is occurring faster than ever before in
geologic history and is currently of critical importance [6].
It has severe impacts on marine life. Calcifying organisms,
like corals, that build shells or exoskeletons out of CaCO2
are of exceptional significance because calcium carbonate
dissolves in acidic water [7], [8]. Surface calcifying plankton
like coccolithophores, foraminefera, and pteropods, which are
responsible for sequestering CO2 back into the atmosphere
are especially vulnerable. This has led to a positiv feedback
loop in which the primary organisms affected by OA are
the ones that typically mitigate it [2], [7]. Also affected are
organisms like oysters and other shellfish, which are important
economically to global fisheries. It is estimated that by 2100,
ocean acidification may cost over 100 billion dollars [9].
B. Overview of relevant ocean carbon chemistry
The oceans have incredibly complex element cycles. With
respect to carbon, there are 4 aquatic forms that are distinguished by their state and source. Particulate inorganic
carbon(PIC) and particulate organic carbon(POC) are both suspended carbon matter. PIC is primarily produced by calcifying
surface organisms, and is mostly calcium carbonate. POC is
produced by living organisms photosynthesizing, and is found
in organic detritus.
The other two forms of carbon are dissolved in the water,
and are either inorganic, or organic. Dissolved inorganic
carbon(DIC) is formed when CO2 dissolves in the ocean. It
forms carbonic acid, HCO3 , which then disassociates into the
intermediary bicarbonate ions, HCO3 1- , and further disassociates into carbonate ions, CO3 2- [10]. Of particular interest is
the ratio between POC and PIC, also known as the “rain ratio”,
because it represents the strength of the counter carbonate
pump. This is the process by which calcifying plankton build
their calcium carbonate shells and release CO2 as a byproduct
[11].
C. Historical studies
The PIC:POC ratio has been well studied with respect to
plankton. In correlational studies, the ratio has been shown
to correlate with pH and total alkalinity, both values that are
directly related to ocean acidification [12]. Other researchers
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Fig. 1: Example multi-layer perceptron.
have shown the ratio to be a good indicator of coccolithophore
sensitivities to ocean acidification [13]. This means that tracking the PIC:POC value is by proxy tracking ocean acidification
in general through the counter-carbonate pump. It is important
to note that PIC:POC is simply an indicator, and does not
directly cause any effects in the ocean.
Forecasting OA using computational models is not a new
idea. [14] attempted to forecast ocean acidification in the
Northwest Mediterranean Sea using a cubic regression based
on field-acquired data points. [15] repeated a similar strategy
in the Southern Ocean, collecting data along the path of a
scientific ship. Current work in forecasting OA has three
flaws: it is spatiotemporally specific, it uses outdated and
simple modeling techniques, and is not time-extensible. This
project aims to fill that gap using a novel strategy: forecasting
the satellite-determined PIC:POC ratio using recurrent neural
networks.
D. Overview of neural networks
Neural networks are a relatively novel strategy for computational modeling. A neural network imitates the way biological
brains learn patterns from experience. A simple sequential
model is composed of many layers of nodes known as
“neurons”. In a classic neural network called a “multi layer
perceptron”, each of the neurons in each layer is connected to
all of the neurons in the adjacent layers via “edges” [16].
In Figure 1, the model is designed to accept 2 values as
inputs, named xi . During the training phase of the model,
during which the model actually learns, data is fed into
the model beginning at the first layer. For every datapoint,
each value is passed through the interconnecting edges and
multiplied by a weight wi . Once a value reaches a node, it is
summed with all the other values coming from the edges in
the previous layer. This sum is evaluated against a threshold
called a bias. Learning occurs by adjusting these weight and
biases.
Using mutlilayer perceptrons for time series is a suboptimal
method, because they are limited to making one-step forward
predictions. Recurrent neural networks(RNNs) are a newer
type of neural network that avoids this flaw. In a recurrent
neural network, a time series can be analyzed by using
multiple historical datapoints, i.e. using many more inputs than
an MLP. In a long-short-term-memory layer, the output of a
node is reused as input for the next sample. This makes it

Fig. 2: Recurrent neural network structure used. Very complex
with millions of trainable parameters to capture complex
patterns.
a good fit for the problem of forecasting the PIC:POC ratio
globally, which is a time series.
I. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Data preparation
CO2 , along with previous PIC, POC, latitude and longitude
values were used as inputs for the model. They were acquired
from open-source NASA datasets [17] [18] [19] The model
was then trained to predict the next two PIC and POC values
using these inputs.
3 sets of consequent CO2 , PIC, POC, Latitude and longitude
values were paired with the next PIC and POC values in
that sequence. This results in a 3-dimensional dataset that
is necessary to be used in a recurrent neural network. Each
variable, Xi was scaled around its mean such that Xi = 0 and
σ(Xi ) = 1. This is done to speed up model training and is a
standard procedure in data science [20].
B. Neural network
A stacked neural network architecture was used. Two 1000neuron long-short-term-memory(LSTM) networks were constructed, and a normal fully-connected layer was added as
an output layer, containing 2 neurons. These two neurons
represent the predicted PIC and POC values. This structure
is shown graphically in figure 2. Another approach was also
tested, except with a one-neuron exit layer, in which the model
was trained to predict the PIC to POC ratio directly. This
structure was determined from a systematic search through
neural network architectures.
The models were trained using the ADAM(adaptive moment
estimation) optimizer algorithm, which is computationally
efficient and suitable for problems with large amounts of
data [21]. Due to the complexity of the models and size of
the dataset, training was done on an Nvidia K80 Graphics
Processing Unit because of accessibility.
In order to robustly validate the models, 5-fold cross validation(CV) was used. The dataset was divided into five equal
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parts, and the model was repeatedly trained on four parts
and tested on the last part. The performance, measured in
percent error, on each of the five trainings was averaged. After
the process, the model would have been tested on the full
dataset without being trained on it, so it is a balanced metric
between bias and variance. 5-fold CV was used over other
techniques like Leave-One-Out CV and 10-fold CV because
it is computationally more efficient and has been shown to
perform almost as well as the other strategies [22].
II. R ESULTS
The PIC and POC model achieved an error percentage of
1.3%, which is significantly better than simple linear regression techniques and the direct ratio model by a t distribution
confidence interval, as shown in figure 3. It is important to
note that the model’s individual PIC and POC errors, shown
in figure 4, were only slightly increased from the overall ratio
errors, achieving an error of 1.6% PIC error, and -0.8% POC
error. Using this neural network, it is possible to generate
geographical maps with forecasted PIC/POC values. A sample
of this for the coasts of Florida is shown. The high export
ratio values near the northern east coast of Florida may be
due to increased human marine traffic at and surrounding
Jacksonville.

Fig. 5: Sample predicted ratio values in Florida, for the 8-day
period beginning on January 1st 2017

Fig. 6: Sample real ratio values in Florida, for the 8-day period
beginning on January 1st 2017
Fig. 3: Error percentages of models. 95% t confidence interval
is plotted. Note that the PIC and POC model’s error is lower
than the bottom bounds of the intervals of both of the models.

Fig. 4: Breakdown of PIC-POC model errors by individual
variable. POC error was individually predicted to an absolute
error less than that of the forecasted ratio.

III. D ISCUSSION
Because the PIC&POC model’s error falls far below the
lowest 95% confidence error bound of the other two models,
it is concluded that the model is significantly better. The
results are encouraging, because it shows that neural networks
can effectively capture extremely complex and chaotic natural
patterns. It is very important to note however, that this low
error is likely due in part to the scale of data measured.
The majority of the ocean does tend to have inevitably lower
carbonate values than some outlier regions where the model’s
predictions are most useful.
Scientists are already developing several techniques to directly mitigate OA’s effects, such as iron fertilization, which
involves the artifical distribution of F eSO4 into the water
[11]. This project may be able to provide the short-term data
necessary to make practical decisions such as where and when
to use iron fertilization. It is also currently critical to begin
considering long-term action, which is best supported by data
predictions. The presented neural network could also meet this
demand as well, suggesting to governments or supranational
organizations the optimal area to distribute funds in order to
have the greatest impact. As mentioned earlier, predicting PIC
and POC individually offers invaluable insight into several
ocean processes. High PIC values, such as those near busy
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ports, imply high calcifying plankton activity. This kind of
activity often results in blooms that deprive sub-surface life of
necessary nutrients.
Neural networks challenging to design because they are
difficult to interpret and very complex. They require fine tuning
hundreds of parameters including architecture and compile
options. Although great effort was taken to methodically and
systematically search through the possible model space, it is
likely that several better models were never realized. One
possible method to improve performance would be to include
a dropout layer in the model to combat overfitting by randomly
dropping neural connections. This is the most significant
source of error and warrants a more thorough investigation.
As with any computational model, it is critical to verify that
predictions were reasonable and accurate with the real world.
This could be done through acquiring more field data regarding
the PIC to POC ratio and comparing it to forecasted values.
IV. C ONCLUSION
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